Research and Development in Life Sciences are greatly impacted by recent advances in conventional and emerging technologies, especially in understanding of disease, drug discovery, and novel diagnostics. These technological contributions have led to innovation and introduction of a number of therapeutic solutions with notable improvement in public health.

Nanobiotechnology, a class of wide ranging technologies, is being positioned as one of critical class of technologies, with broad reaching impacts in Life Science R&D, including drug discovery, formulation, delivery, clinical assessment and monitoring.

Nanobiotechnology’s impact within drug discovery and development is manifesting itself in two ways, with different time horizons. The immediate and short term impact is being materialized through innovative formulation and delivery of compounds in different stages of development, including the ones already in the market. In the longer term horizon, there is a promise of new class of drugs designed around nanobiotechnology approach from ground up. There are early indicators of such potential success stories worth allocating resources and attention.
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